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Abstract :  Making the changes and to analyse the behaviour of   dynamic software applications  at run time
is a complex task. Dynamic parameter passing plays a important role in the software application development.
This provides a mechanism to link a component dynamically so that it’s functionality could be used. It is very
important to understand the dynamic behaviour of the component in  an application to fulfil the different real
system requirements at run time. This paper presents an efficient approach for dynamic behaviour analysis of
software components. This dynamic behaviour of the components is obtained when these components are in
execution. The main aim of the paper is to find out runtime behaviour of the components in Java Enterprise
Edition (JEE) environment .
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1. INTRODUCTION

Application Software systems are the backbone of  our daily life and can be used in almost every domain like
business, military ,banking, transportation and government organisations. Therefore it is mandatory to understand
a software component’s behaviour in runtime environment by exploring it’s accuracy and correctness .

Dynamic program analysis  can be defined as the analysis of execution of different software components
involved in real time application scenario. This dynamic analysis will be more  effective if the target  program is
executed with sufficient set of input parameters to generate its different behaviour.

The dynamic analysis needs the execution of the software with a set of  relevant input data. With this input
parameter set, execution of program behaviour need to be observed.  Dynamic analysis can examine the actual and
exact runtime behaviour of a program. Thus, dynamic analysis can play an important role in program optimization
and understanding .Dynamic analysis leverage run time information to provide better optimisation.

Making the required changes to a running system can affect the  commercial web-applications offering
professional services. Implementing changes in a running software application is not an easy task. Whole lot of
effort goes into maintaining the  consistency of the system. A system description  requires the details  of its runtime
behaviour that  uses dependencies between instances of components. The aim of  dynamic analysis  is to incorporate
the required changes in component- based systems at the time of execution.

A component is defined by its interface and the services provides to other components to fulfil the system
requirements, rather than by its implementation behind the interface.
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2. ENABLING  COMPONENTS BASED ON DIFFERENT PARAMETER CALLING AT
RUNTIME

Using a Call By Name operation, we call a public program defined in the called application. The called
application behaves like a regular component. It will be loaded in a regular manner. Once the application is loaded,
the public program will be called. This instant is observed by a software during runtime execution and analysis of
the captured information where paths are traced through software components and then aggregated to understand
global system behaviour via statistical inference.

 A set  of parameters passed to the runtime environment for the live components .This parameter passing
implies the enabling and disabling of components which reflects corresponding   changes in a system interface.
Dynamic analysis helps to execute components in a consist running system. It helps to solve a major problem in
managing runtime dependencies among the components. Structural changes of the running system can be analysed
to manage consistency problems to swap the enabling and disabling of different components at runtime.

Most of the times , incorporating new changes in the system results in the changes in the system interfaces and
may lead to enabling and disabling of components in order to obtain a stable system. So, it seems to be an issue to
manage the runtime dependencies among the components involved while we are incorporating changes in the
system during execution. There are instances in which we wish to load a component dynamically or even conditionally.
A certain component can be loaded according to one condition and a different component according to a different
condition. It can be required  to dynamically call different programs of the same component according to a condition.

3. IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPT OF THE COMPONENTS IN WEB BASED APPLICA-
TION

For implementing dynamic behaviour of component  in the web-based  application, a single user interface
(a web page) has been developed in such a way that it can dynamically alter its behaviour based on certain values
or parameters  such as who is using it and  what purpose  it is going to be used for. The dynamic execution  of  the
components always be  hidden from users and user can only use  functionalities of the dynamically executed
components. So a user need not get into the details but need to know only the functionalities provided by the
component.

Fig. 1. The JSF component model.

Java Server Faces (JSF) is a Java-based web application framework for developing component based User
Interface (UI) for server based applications. The reusable UI components are constructed to  develop the web
based applications. JSF reduces the complexities and effort in web application development which run on a Java
application server and render UI on to a target client. Figure 1 shows the JAVA UI component Model. JSF
provides the multiple rendering capabilities in which UI components render themselves differently depending on
client type.
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Here in the current scenario, the user interface has been designed and developed using prime faces, an open
source component library for Java Server faces. Prime faces JSF  components provide provision to make rich
front end interfacesfor web and mobile applications. The UI components provided in the library are laid down on
the JSF/XHTML  pages such that some of them are disabled  while some are enabled. This enabling and disabling
of UI components in dynamic fashion is being controlled through a logic implemented at the backend(database
layer). This allows for minimal changes in the application source code as and when changes need to be made in the
policies regarding the conditions for enabling /disabling of UI components.

A java class has been designed  which contains  attributes as data members corresponding to each UI component
on the JSF/XHTML  page such that each data member in the class is associated with one UI component . This
linking is established at the time of design and development of JSF/XHTML  page. This java class also contains a
pair of methods , Accessors and Mutators ( also known as getter and setter methods respectively) corresponding
to each data member which is mapped to some UI component on the user interface. Apart from these members
functions , the java class also contains methods implementing several business operations .This java class is managed
by the web container only in the sense that programmer need not bother about its instantiation and life cycle
management  . even the  values in the data members linked to the UI components is done automatically without
writing an Adhoc code for this purpose. Thus this is also popularly known with the name Managed Java Bean. The
java bean contains the code for interacting with Middle ware, a transaction monitoring tool (Oracle Tuxedo) which
hosts the business logic for data base interaction.

JSF can be seen as a UI (User Interface) standard for Java based web applications and is based on the
framework which follows the MVC ( Model-View-Controller ) design pattern. Due to this fact, the applications
developed using this technology are more manageable as the logic for the creation of user interface (View) is
separated from the application logic part also known as Model .All the navigation within the application  is handled
by an inherent servlet  code which acts as a Controller.

Fig. 2. The JSF Deployment  Architecture model.

• JSF Pages : These are the front end  web pages built using the JSF components. The JSF framework has
got corresponding Java classes for the components which execute on the server side.

• Faces Servlet : All the user interaction with the application are handled by this servlet provided by the
framework itself and ca n be seen as a navigation controller.

• Configuration files : These are the XML files (like faces-config.xml etc.)which acts as a listing of several
application related information like navigation rules, validators and managed beans

• Tag libraries : These libraries are there for representing Event Handlers and validators along with libraries
for rendering those UI (User Interface) components.

• Validators : These are basic Java classes which are supposed to  validate content of JSF components.
• Managed beans : These can seen described as Plain Old Java Objects (POJO) which  hold data from

JSF components though business logic and UI.
• Events : These can be seen as Java code which are executed on  the server corresponding to the events.

Event handling passes managed beans to business logic.
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Fig. 3. The JSF application Structure Model.

The component tree is involved in every lifecycle phase and thus potentially traversed several times. This
suggests that the size of the component tree has impact on the duration of the JSF lifecycle und thus on the
performance of the application.

Fig. 4. JSF Component Life Cycle Phases.

Unlike JSP and other front end technologies , JSF in itself is a bit complicated . The reason behind this is due
to the fact that MVC being the core concept , the whole user interaction need to be maintained right from clicking
till rendering the appropriate components after validation etc.

This whole process goes through a series of steps and is popularly known as the JSF life cycle. Processing of
a JSF form basically goes thorough six phases.

Phase -1 Restore View

The moment  a user clicks or requests for a JSF page, the Restore View phase comes into action where the
actual bootstrapping takes place. It is in this phase only where the view is constructed and the related components
like event handlers and validators  are linked. In this phase, the view is saved in the FacesContext instance.
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Phase-2  Apply Request Values

Once the component tree is restored, each of the component in the tree extracts its value from the request
parameters. In case of any error in this process, an error message is queued in the FacesContext instance which
gets displayed during render response phase.

Phase-3 Process Validation

It is the phase where all the registered validators are executed for the components present in the component
tree. In case of any error, an error message is queued in the FacesContext instance which gets displayed during
render response phase.

Phase-4  Update Model Values

Once the JSF has confirmed the validity  of the data, the corresponding server side properties for each of the
component is update with the local value.

Phase-5 Invoke Application

This phase basically takes care of the execution of the application level events like submission of form and
linkage to  other forms.

Phase-6 Render Response

In this phase , each of the component in the component tree is traversed and renderer for each component is
executed which creates the HTML mark up for each of the requested view.

4. PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOUR MEASUREMENT OF COMPONENTS

Performance  and behaviour measurement  of web applications is very complex task. Figure 3  shows the
relative time taken for a user interaction with the components in terms of each phase  of the JSF lifecycle. It can be
clearly seen that the time elapsed is in proportion with the size of the component tree.  Phases 1 and 6 can be
considered the most consuming phases in the lifecycle.

Fig. 5. Execution Time  of Lifecycle Phases w.r.t.  component tree sizes.

Time taken by the phase 5 is almost zero as the demo application does not contain any business logic. Since
the demo application had components which required validation, time consumed by phase 3 is quite significant.
The above graph depicts that small size component trees are better for the analysis of the run time behaviour of a
JSF application.
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Fig. 6. Total time taken per phase in the lifecycle.

After analysing , it is found that quite often the component tree used in a random view comprises of a good
number of components( More than 1500  and up to 4000 ).These components can turn into an overhead in the
rendering of the view as the whole component tree needs to be traversed during execution of the phases of the JSF
life cycle. There is a probability that some of the components in the component tree are irrelevant in terms of
functional behaviour provided by the UI. Such components in the component tree just add to the response time
elapsed in the rendering of the UI.The above figure concludes that reduction in the number of HTTP request can
actually optimize the performance of the web application.

5. CONCLUSION

The research work focuses on run time analysis of  component-based systems in order to  incorporate
changes in the dependencies among components  present in the system. For the implementation purpose JSF/
TUXEDO/Oracle  Technologies are employed. Currently, the work is based on an implementation of a JSF/
TUXEDO system for runtime analysis . A special focus of this paper presents our work that aims to implement the
enabling and disabling of different components based on the different parameter involved in the system. Future
work includes consideration of simulation methods for study of the behaviour of these components.
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